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QUESTION 1

Your client wants to ensure that the system will take certain quantities into account when committing available inventory
during the order entry process. 

Which two statements are true about the calculation of available inventory? (Choose two.) 

A. Quantities or open purchase orders can increase availability. 

B. Hard commitments are always subtracted from on-hand quantity, but not future commitments. 

C. Safety stock is always subtracted from the available quantity. 

D. Quantities in inspection increase the available quantity if it is defined to do so in Receipt Routing Definition. 

E. The availability calculation is defined in Branch/Plant Constants (P41001). 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

Your client\\'s pricing for a customer order is not calculating correctly. 

Which option represents the most detailed price setup? 

A. Customer and Item 

B. Customer Group and Item Group 

C. Customer group and item 

D. all customers and Item 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer\\'s credit limit has been established at $10,000 and current outstanding A/R is $7,000. The customer has
active, unshipped sales orders with request dates that are two months in the future and total $3,000. The customer calls
today with a $500 order to be shipped immediately. 

What happens to the order? 

A. The order goes on hold, because credit checking is performed for the total exposure, which includes open orders
regardless of their request dates. 

B. The order does not go on hold, because credit checking only compares the dollar value for open orders against the
credit limit. 

C. The order does not go on hold. The system automatically determines that the request date of the new order comes
before the request dates of the existing open orders. The system will allow the $500 order to be processed, and put a
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credit hold on the order with the request date furthest in the future. 

D. The order goes on hold, because the total A/R amount is greater than 5% of the total of A/R and open orders. 

E. The order does not go on hold, because the actual outstanding A/R has not exceeded the credit limit, and the $500
order would still cause the total exposure to be less than $10,000. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Your client and their supplier have an agreement that the supplier will not send invoices. Your client will pay the supplier
based on what they receive. 

How should you set this up to ensure that the system processes this supplier\\'s invoices according to the agreement? 

A. Set the Supplier Cross-Reference code to process evaluated receipts. 

B. Set the processing options in the Voucher Match program to allow Evaluated Receipts Settlement 

C. Set the Evaluated Receipts field in the Purchase Order Entry program to Y. 

D. Process only EDI-generated invoices. 

E. Set the Evaluated Receipts field in Purchasing Instructions to Y. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E16582_01/doc.91/e15149/set_up_suppliers.htm#EOASU00136 

 

QUESTION 5

Your customer has discontinued a stock item in one of their branch plants. They have set the item up as a "U" Stocking
Type. 

What set of transactions will this change allow? 

A. Sales Order, Adjustments, Issues, Reclassification, and Transfers 

B. Adjustments, Issues, Reclassification, and Transfers 

C. Purchase Order and Sales Order 

D. Purchase Order, Sales Order, Adjustments, Issues, Reclassification, and Transfers 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E59116_01/doc.94/e58761.pdf 

 

QUESTION 6
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For a defined group of items, the unit cost on a purchase order cannot deviate from the standard cost by more than 2%. 

Where should this be defined? 

A. Set the tolerance processing option in the Receipts program to 2%. 

B. Set the tolerance for the company to 2% in Tolerance Rule Setup. 

C. Set the tolerance for the item group to 2% for Unit Cost in Tolerance Rule Setup. 

D. In the Item Branch/Plant, set the tolerance to 2%. 

E. Set up an order hold code for 2% tolerance. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Your customer has an existing supplier catalog set up in their systems that uses U.S. dollars as the currency. They
would like to display this same data in euros. 

What should you do to accomplish this? 

A. Use Supplier/Item Relationship (P43090) to update all the prices displayed based on the currency and exchange rate
entered. 

B. Use Convert Supplier Currency Codes (R41061A) to update all the prices based on the currency and exchange rate
entered in the processing options. 

C. Use Supplier/Item Relationship (P43090) to update all the prices displayed based on the currency entered and the
exchange rate tables. 

D. Use Generate Purchase Price by Currency (R4106101) to update all the prices based on the currency and exchange
rate entered in the processing options. 

E. Use Supplier Catalog Maintenance (P41061) to update all the prices displayed based on the currency and exchange
rate entered. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Your client has multiple satellite warehouses around a Branch Plant; however, every shipment comes out of the same
shipment address. 

What information should you set for the satellite warehouses to use the same shipment depot on the sales order detail
line? 

A. Transportation Constants for all the satellite Branch Plants to point to the same Shipment Depot 

B. Routes set up only for the shipping branch plant. 

C. Branch/Plant ALL and Order Activity Rules for all Satellite Branch Plants 
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D. Shipment Consolidation, Business Unit, and Branch Plant Constants for the shipping location 

E. Branch Plant Constants to use the same Business Unit address book as the shipping location 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Identify the option that describes the sequence of events when generating and processing a single shipment for a sales
order with billable freight. 

A. Enter the sales order, route the shipment, print pick slip, confirm the standard shipment, print BOL, approve the
shipment, run freight update, print invoice, and run sales update. 

B. Enter the sales order, route the shipment, print pick slip, confirm the transportation shipment, approve the shipment,
print BOL, run freight update, print invoice, and run sales update. 

C. Enter the sales order, route the shipment, approve the shipment, print pick slip, confirm the transportation shipment,
print BOL, run freight update, print invoice, and run sales update. 

D. Enter the sales order, route the shipment, approve the shipment, print pick slip, confirm the load, print invoice, and
run sales update. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Which option lists steps that must be set up in order to create functional vehicles in Transportation? 

A. Vehicle Master and Compartments 

B. Vehicle Master and Vehicle Types 

C. Carrier Master and Load Types 

D. Carrier Master and Vehicle Registration Number 

E. Options and Equipment and Vehicle Registration Number 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E16582_01/doc.91/e15152/set_up_vehicles.htm#EOATM00087 

 

QUESTION 11

Identify the option that contains the components required for setting up advanced preference processing. 

A. Sales Order Entry processing options, Order Activity Rules, System Constants, and Preference Master 

B. Sales Order Entry processing options, Branch/Plant Constants, Preference Details, and Hierarchy 
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C. Adjustment Definitions, Hierarchy, Branch/Plant Constants, and Preference Details 

D. Preference Schedules, Preference Details, System Constants, and Sales Order Entry processing options 

E. Hierarchy, Preference Master, System Constants, and Schedules 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E16582_01/doc.91/e15146/ activate_preferences.htm#EOASO01044 

 

QUESTION 12

Your client\\'s pricing strategy includes contract prices, trade discounts, base prices, and standard price adjustments. 

Which statement describes the hierarchy that defines how the system determines a price on a sales order? 

A. Base price with standard price adjustment, base price with trade discount, contract price, and base price 

B. Base price with trade discount, base price with standard price adjustment, base price, and contract price 

C. Base price with trade discount, base price with standard price adjustment, contract price, and base price 

D. Base price with trade discount, contract price, base price with standard price adjustment, and base price 

E. Contract price, base price with standard price adjustment, base price with standard price adjustment, and base price 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 13

Your customer stocks an item in their warehouse for sale; however, occasionally, they will have the item shipped to their
customer directly from the supplier. 

How can this be accomplished? 

A. Set up a category code on the item to direct the processing of the line during sales order entry. 

B. The item must be set up in the item master with both a line type of 5 and D. 

C. The item must be set up in the item master with both a line type of D. 

D. Change the line type to D on the sales order detail line for the item. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

You want zero quantity tolerance on a specific item during receipt. The item belongs to a group that currently gets a
10% tolerance. 

How can you accomplish this? 
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A. In the Item Branch/Plant, set the tolerance to zero. 

B. Set the tolerance for the specific item to zero in Tolerance Rule Setup. 

C. Set the tolerance processing option in the Receipts program to zero. 

D. Set up an order hold code for zero tolerance. 

E. Set the tolerance for the company to zero in Tolerance Rule Setup. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Your client is using As Of Processing and is running the Partial Generation program to update the ASOF (F41112) file
with automation from new records. There are four valid values for the posted code (IPCD) field in the Item Ledger
(F4111) field. 

Which values are processed by R41542 Partial Generation and added to the F41112 ASOF file? 

A. Records in the Item Ledger file (F4111) containing Posted Code "X" will be added to the F41112 Item ASOF file. 

B. Records in the Item Ledger file (F4111) containing Posted Code "Blank" will be added to the F41112 Item ASOF file. 

C. Records in the Item Ledger file (F4111) containing Posted Code "X" and "S" will be added to the F41112 Item ASOF
file. 

D. Records in the Item Ledger file (F4111) containing Posted Code "Blank" and "Y" will be added to the F41112 Item
ASOF file. 

E. Records in the Item Ledger file (F4111) containing Posted Code "Y" and "S" will be added to the F41112 Item ASOF
file. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://it.toolbox.com/question/inventory-posted-code-041206 
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